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Guides For September 
 
Harold In The Park 

After playing around with him in an alleyway and getting more than intimate with him, you can 
head over to the park in the morning and get to know the guy a little more. 

GameOvers With Harold 

If you’re bottoming for Harold and are low on energy, then you won’t be coming back out. 
Likewise, if you have him get you some nice pair of buns for your dick, your dick won’t let you 
leave without a reason. 

Kevin’s 2nd Hangout 

After doing his first and chilling with him in the bar a couple of times, make sure to have already 
done Greg’s do you can meet Chase, then he’ll have a change of scenery for the 3 of you. This 
scene changes if you went with Chase in his DOR event once, and are still a cute feline. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ALeMVm_GYEHnpUDiOyi__7lgdo8JVEo3N3nr0hZHMEs/edit?usp=sharing


Working Security 

If you had Greg come with you doing the 1st MSQ, then you can go back to the bar and ask him 
what happened afterwards. You’ll meet both Nocturnal and Soro. Going to the CV Arena will 
have them appear once in order, after both of these separate events, you’ll be able to work with 
them instead. 

If you did Kevin’s 2nd hangout event, both him and Chase can be there. 

If you’re having sex with Blood in the gym, then you can ask him to join in on the fun before 
getting a belly full of orc milk. 

GameOvers From Nocturnal 

If you tried sucking the guys dick when Nocturnal tested you in the job intro, doing jobs with him 
while having low energy will prevent you from leaving his side ever again. 

If you had the guy bend the knee when Nocturnal tested you in the job intro, doing jobs with him 
while having low energy will have you seeing things his way for now on. 

Being Imeggnanted By Soro And Gameover 

If you show interest in him asking you if you’re into that, then after work, he’ll ask again. Being 
an incubator while having low energy will have you staying one for life. 

Fun With Chase For Work 

Being a cute feline after doing Chase’s DOR event will have you taking a nap with the big lion. If 
both your dick and butt size are the lowest, he’ll interrupt it for a little fun. 

Cleaning Horse Ballsack After Work 

If you licked Kevin’s pits in the park, then he’ll have you cleaning his balls after a nice walk 
around the building. 

 

Guides For August 
 
Winter's Continuation Events 

After seeing him in the western district, you can now meet him in the gym then in the bar (in the 
early mornings) for a follow up event. Comes with both bottom and top scenes! 

Unlocking Reformation Kink 



After learning to vore, you can visit Zorro who will have Doctor Professor Darrius teach you. A 
small convo with Zorro afterwards will not tell you what he did to you. Changes from ov or cv 
based on if the player is cute or handsome. With cute players having a small snip if the disposal 
kink is unlocked. 

Darrius At The Gym 

Once you’ve met Darrius, you can come to the gym when Gen is working to see him on the 
machines. The initial event has a scene with him and Trlad, but players who are cute, have the 
biggest ass possible, and have both musk and inflation kinks unlocked, can distract him to have 
a follow up scene. 

 

Sensei Trald Lesson On Cock Voring~ 

Once Trald realizes he can just ask Zorro to help him with this from Darrius, players can ask him 
how it went if they unlocked vore from him, met Kru, and Met Ferron before. With a small convo 
happening afterwards. Will increase your dick size if you’re the smallest size. 

 

Feeding Yourself To Trald 

You can hangout with Trald by resting in his belly for the day while he’s at work once he has the 
ability to cock vore. Comes with a gameover if you’re too tired and hungry. Does not unlock his 
hangout scenes, but gives you points towards them. 

 

Black Panther’s Rubber Boi Gameover 

For players who are now part goo, subbing to the panther downtown one too many times will 
now result in him finding out and keeping you forever. 

 

Guides For July 
 
Winter's Event 

After unlocking the transformation kink, you can find him in the western district at night. Follow 
up scenes will come! 

Trald's 2nd Hangout 



After doing Trald’s 1st hangout, meeting Bloodthirster through Ferron, and meeting Brass in 
your neighborhood, Blood will set you two off. 

Mini Blood Date 

While hanging out with Trald in his 2nd hangout scene, after he runs off without you in the hotel, 
you'll see Bloodthirster has entered. If he fucked you in the cv arena, then you can have a small 
scene with him. Small variant if musk is unlocked. 

Talking To Brass 

While hanging out with Trald in his 2nd hangout scene, after he runs off without you in the hotel, 
you can talk to Brass instead if you Kuri told you to help him out while working for him. Small 
variant if musk is unlocked. 

Rabbit Gameovers 

While hanging out with Trald in his 2nd hangout scene, after he runs off without you in the hotel, 
you can follow him and talk to the rabbit instead of going on. His scenes contain musk, all 4 
have variants depending on how much you've been working on your definition/tone. Having too 
little (barely or didn't work on at it at all) will result in a gameover after all 4. Having too much 
(worked on it a lot) will result in a different gameover. Having around the middle point will result 
in you being able to leave. Of course, all 3 of these have the scenes playing out differently. Next 
month will bring the update to player appearance. 

Rat Gameovers 

While hanging out with Trald in his 2nd hangout scene, after he runs off without you in the hotel, 
you can follow him and talk to the rat instead of going on. His scenes are vore based and will 
end up leading you to a game over if you have too little or too much fat.  

Guard Gameovers 

While hanging out with Trald in his 2nd hangout scene, after he runs off without you in the hotel, 
you can follow him and talk to the guard instead of going on. His scenes contain mostly sex with 
a musk ending, all 4 have variants depending on how much you've been working on your 
muscle. Having too little (barely or didn't work on at it at all) will result in a gameover after all 4. 
Having too much (worked on it a lot) will result in a different gameover. Having around the 
middle point will result in you being able to leave. Of course, all 3 of these have the scenes 
playing out differently. 

Mouse King Gameovers 

While hanging out with Trald in his 2nd hangout scene, after he runs off without you in the hotel, 
you can follow him and stay with him. If you are cute, the mouse king will offer you to be his 



Queen and have his pups. Saying yes to this will lead to a gameover + learning more about him 
and how future events will unfold. After completing any other of his task, if you have the foot 
kink unlocked, you can be his footrest and get a gameover. Asking to get fucked by the rat 
instead will lead you to a gameover of being one their cumdump. Asking to suck the king off 
while being cute will also lead to a gameover. 

Fox Gameover 

While hanging out with Trald in his 2nd hangout scene, after he runs off without you in the hotel, 
you can follow him and stay with him. If you are handsome with not the biggest dick possible, 
he'll send you to meet the fox you saw in the hallway. Simply lick his balls and you will get his 
gameover. 

Meeting The Guard 

While hanging out with Trald in his 2nd hangout scene, after he runs off without you in the hotel, 
you can follow him and stay with him. If you are handsome with the biggest dick possible, he'll 
send you to meet the guard you saw in the hallway. This is set up for next time you come back. 
Small variant if musk kink is unlocked. 

Cat Gameovers 

While hanging out with Trald in his 2nd hangout scene, after he runs off without you in the hotel, 
you can follow him and stay with him. If you are cute, the mouse king will offer you to be his 
Queen and have his pups. Saying no to this will make him send you to meet the cat. He is a 
small fight. If you lose, he'll use you as flavoring for his personal sauce. Variants if the foot kink 
is and is not unlocked, and if the vore kink is or is not unlocked. 
 

Guides For June 
 
Working for Kuri 

After doing the 1st MSQ with Kevin, you can go to the bar and ask him about what happened 
after you left. He'll end up getting someone to meet you to get you a job for working for Kuri. 
There is only one scene in there that requires something, and that's meeting Brass. 

Meeting Brass 

After doing the 1st MSQ with anyone, the event where goblins are lined up will change and 
you'll be able to meet Brass in your neighborhood at night. Variants for those who unlocked 
watersports 

Chase at DOR 



After doing Greg's 2nd hangout scene, you can see Chase talking to a receptionist at DOR in 
the cv arena in the early morning. Players who are cute and a feline will be able go inside with 
him. Variants for those who have a small dick and are a sub. 

Trald at DOR 

While Chase is distracting the receptionist, Trald is sneaking in. Players who got their cuddle 
buddy and know Kewitz can encounter him in the act! Be sure to have inflation unlocked if you 
want to see the new cg to come along with it. Variants for vore and not wanting or who can't 
expand. 

Trald and Cuddle Buddy Threesome 

If you play with your cuddle by till night at your house, Trald has a chance to come in and join in 
on the fun. Must have inflation unlocked to see the event. 

Taurus Ball Relieving 

In the early mornings downtown you'll see this bull guarding a door. If you got his event while 
working for Kuri, he'll remember he can do you up teh butt if you're not working and ask. 

 

Guides For May 
 
Bloodthirster Showing The GH At Cv Arena 

You'll see him wandering the halls at night if you do or don't know him. If you are handsome, he 
will guide you to a gloryhole where he'll tell you which door is what and you need a very large 
junk to get your dick wet. Slight variants on player muscle and dick size. If the player is cute and 
hasn't fucked him yet, he will just talk to you in a repeatable scene. If the player is cute have has 
fucked him, he will take the player to the gloryhole and fuck them there. In both cases once the 
player knows about the gloryhole, bloodthirster will no longer be encountable. Variants when 
choosing to suck dick at the glory hole if the player is addicted to orc cum or not. 

Greg's 2nd Hangout Event and Chase 

Greg now has a 2nd hangout scene where the player gets introduced to Chase, as of this 
month, meeting Chase is just that. Variants if the player is a sub, is a feline, is cute. 

Black Panther Downtown And Unlocking Sub Kink 

The black panther can be encountered in the downtown area in the mornings. His scene is 
repeatable and players who've been on all fours between his leg at the bar get a longer scene 



with a cg! Variants on repeat and player dick size. You must do this encounter twice to unlock 
being a sub from him. 

Cuddle Buddy Wolf + Waiting 

After doing Trald's 1st hangout scene in the park, you can go to Kuri's shop and ask him about 
the wolf they took back. After naming him, the player can sleep with him when the sun is up, 
and walk around the city with him when the sun is down. He doesn't go away when the sun 
comes back up unless the player is in a building. 

Late Night Fucking With The Wolf 

Randomly while waiting till late night in the park with the wolf, he will lead the player inside the 
forest. If the inflation kink is unlocked, the player can get fucked by him. Comes with a cg! 

Meeting Kewitz In Cv Arena 

While exploring the halls when the sun is up. The player can run into multiple events depending 
on their relationship with Kewitz. To get to know him, bring an green tea from the coffee shop, 
and when encountering him, you can give it to him. This unlocks meeting him at the spa. For 75 
bucks, the player can have a short scene with him. Vore must be unlocked to get the follow up 
scene after entering with him. If the player is strong enough, they can beat him and choose to 
win or lose. Losing results in him resting on you. If you have musk unlock, you will get a scene 
with his balls on you. If it is blocked, you will get a scene that changes based on if the foot fetish 
is unlocked or not. Once you do the spa event with him, you can run into him where if vore is 
unlocked, you can go into his balls and drink from them. Give rat cum! 

Meeting Phantom In Cv Arena 

While exploring the halls when the sun is down, the player can run into Phantom. First time, he 
will be busy doing something. When he goes and the player is persistent, they can have 
Phantom feed from them, and if watersports is unlocked, drink from him. Afterwards, another 
scene is played where a repeat of a variant of this happens. Or, if vore is unlocked, he will feed 
the player. After meeting him. You can encounter him in the spa and follow him for 75 bucks. 
Musk be unlocked to encounter his sex scene will he horns up the player and makes them cum. 
If watersports is unlocked, the player can return the favor. 

Gen's Workout Scenes 1 And 2 

Unlock working out with Gen by talking to him about it then to Zorro. When Trald is up front, you 
can have a scene where you workout with Gen. You must have Kuri's powerpump active. After 
4 or 5 work sessions with this active, a scene will play. Another 4 or 5 workouts afterwards 
another scene will play, looking at his dick in the second scene changes how he views the 
player forever. 



Unlocking Meals With Zorro 

Just talk to Zorro about the food situation and he'll tell you to buy food and he'll make. Each food 
item that's edible on it's own can be eaten without Zorro prepping it for flavor text. Each meal 
Zorro makes has a first and repeated small scene, along with a small follow up conversation 
with Zorro. 

Changing Player's Appearance 

Drinking any coffee from the coffee shop will make the player more handsome, while drinking 
any tea will make the player more cute. Drinking Powerpump, ToneingUp, And Bulkdown will 
affect the player's muscle/definition/weight when working out with Gen. While drinking 
Powerdown, Toneingdown, and Bulkup will affect the player's muscle/definition/weight while 
eating meals from Zorro. 

Unlocking Watersports 

When the sun is down, a certain business attired man can be found peeing on trees in the 
neighborhood.  

 

Guides For April 

Meeting Leon In The Park 

Unlock the kink vore through Greg and you'll meet Leon. Explore the park in the afternoon to 
randomly encounter him. Comes with a musk variant. 

More Kevin Pit Lov'in 

After licking Kevin's pits once before in the morning training event. Explore the park in the 
afternoon to see him again and do it again. If you know Leon, there will be variants in the text. 

Ferron's First Hangout Scene & Meet Bloodthirster 

Go to the gym in the afternoon and hangout with Ferron five times. The scene will change and 
you will get introduce to his loud orcish friend. Variant if the player is cute or not. 

Sex Scene With Bloodthirster 

Explore the gym in the afternoon and you'll see Blood working out. You'll only be able to see him 
if you are cute or handsome, but if you have the musk kink unlock and are cute, you will have 
the option to talk to him. If you had sex with him before in any way, the scene will play out 
differently. Variant if the inflation kink is unlocked. 



Boss Relaxation 

After hanging out with Gen in the neighborhood, you'll meet Boss.  Around late night, you can 
see him drinking and offer to be his glass. A small variant afterwards if the player is cute, had 
sex with bloodthirster, and have the inflation kink unlocked. 

Getting Bottle Of Cum From Boss 

After hanging out with Gen in the neighborhood, you'll meet Boss. If you explore the 
neighborhood in the mornings and afternoons, you'll see Boss sweating up a storm. If you have 
musk unlock, he'll command you to clean him and reward you with a bottle of cum. 

Hanging Out With Aero 

You must have a certain amount of muscle for him to take interest in you. In the interactive 
version, you need to drink power pump and train with gen for about 25 times when first starting. 
You will be able to talk to him. He won't have much to say unless you did Grisus' first hangout 
event, then you'll get a new option and unlock more dialogue along with hanging out with him. In 
which he just wants to have sex, and a talk afterwards. 

Unlock Lv 2 Interactive 

After unlocking lv 1, beat the rat or horse in the western district area a total of 3 times in any 
combination. 

Meeting Leon In The Park 

Unlock the kink vore through Greg and you'll meet Leon. Explore the park in the afternoon to 
randomly encounter him. Comes with a musk variant. 

More Kevin Pit Lov'in 

After licking Kevin's pits once before in the morning training event. Explore the park in the 
afternoon to see him again and do it again. If you know Leon, there will be variants in the text. 

Ferron's First Hangout Scene & Meet Bloodthirster 

Go to the gym in the afternoon and hangout with Ferron five times. The scene will change and 
you will get introduce to his loud orcish friend. Variant if the player is cute or not. In the 
interactive version, currently, the only way to be cute is to have Zorro train you. 

Sex Scene With Bloodthirster 

Explore the gym in the afternoon and you'll see Blood working out. You'll only be able to see him 
if you are cute or handsome, but if you have the musk kink unlock and are cute , you will have 



the option to talk to him. If you had sex with him before in any way, the scene will play out 
differently. Variant if the inflation kink is unlocked. 

Boss Relaxation 

After hanging out with Gen in the neighborhood, you'll meet Boss.  Around late night, you can 
see him drinking and offer to be his glass. A small variant afterwards if the player is cute, had 
sex with bloodthirster, and have the inflation kink unlocked. 

Getting Bottle Of Cum From Boss 

After hanging out with Gen in the neighborhood, you'll meet Boss. If you explore the 
neighborhood in the mornings and afternoons, you'll see Boss sweating up a storm. If you have 
musk unlock, he'll command you to clean him and reward you with a bottle of cum. 

Hanging Out With Aero 

You must have a certain amount of muscle for him to take interest in you. You will be able to 
talk to him. He won't have much to say unless you did Grisus' first hangout event, then you'll get 
a new option and unlock more dialogue along with hanging out with him. In which he just wants 
to have sex, and a talk afterwards. 

Unlock Lv 2 Interactive 

After unlocking lv 1, beat the rat or horse in the western district area a total of 3 times in any 
combination. 

 

 

Guides For March 

Additional Rat Win Scenes 

Have the kink Musk(found at the gym) and Feet(found at the cv arena) to unlock them. 

Additional Drunken Wolf Win Scene 

Have the kink Feet(found at the cv arena) to unlock it. 

Bonus Scene And Win Scenes With The Horse 

Have the kink Musk(found at the gym) and Feet(found at the cv arena) to unlock them. Must 
have inflation to see his lose scene. If your ass is the max rating, there won't be a "fight". 



Bonus Scene And Win Scenes With The Bulky Wolf 

Have the kink Musk(found at the gym) and Feet(found at the cv arena) to unlock them. Lose 
scene changes if inflation is unlocked or not  "Fight" playout will change depending if musk kink 
is unlocked or not. 

Trald Meet Up At The Park And Hangout 

Must complete the Quest (Pleasing The Fox, MSQ) to start hanging out with Trald. After doing 
this five times and meeting Ferron at least once, a scene will playout. The repeated hangout 
scene changes if musk is unlocked slightly, and a small scene plays out during the event if 
voyeur is unlocked. 

Gen's 2nd Hangout 

Must have done his 1st hangout event and do the repeated hangout scene 5 times again. 

Meeting The Drunk Wolf 

Must have fought him at least once, then go to Downtown in the evening to encounter him. This 
scene changes (somewhat) up to 3 times till he is waking up with you. Evening is between the 
hours of 1:00 - 6:00pm 

Ruvin Fight (Interactive - Heavily Requested) 

Here are the options that will make you win when they appear, or don't choose them to lose. - 
You mean like this? 

- Grab his butt and pull him into you 

- Show off your body to him 

- Get your hands under his shirt 

- Just give into your lust 

Additional Rat Win Scenes 

Have the kink Musk(found at the gym) and Feet(found at the cv arena) to unlock them. 

Additional Drunken Wolf Win Scene 

Have the kink Feet(found at the cv arena) to unlock it. 

Bonus Scene And Win Scenes With The Horse 



Have the kink Musk(found at the gym) and Feet(found at the cv arena) to unlock them. Must 
have inflation to see his lose scene. If your ass is the max rating, there won't be a "fight". 

Bonus Scene And Win Scenes With The Bulky Wolf 

Have the kink Musk(found at the gym) and Feet(found at the cv arena) to unlock them. Lose 
scene changes if inflation is unlocked or not  "Fight" playout will change depending if musk kink 
is unlocked or not. 

Trald Meet Up At The Park And Hangout 

Must complete the Quest (Pleasing The Fox, MSQ) to start hanging out with Trald. After doing 
this five times and meeting Ferron at least once, a scene will playout. The repeated hangout 
scene changes if musk is unlocked slightly, and a small scene plays out during the event if 
voyeur is unlocked. 

Gen's 2nd Hangout 

Must have done his 1st hangout event and do the repeated hangout scene 5 times again. 

Meeting The Drunk Wolf 

Must have fought him at least once, then go to Downtown in the evening to encounter him. This 
scene changes (somewhat) up to 3 times till he is waking up with you. Evening is between the 
hours of 1:00 - 6:00pm 

Ruvin Fight (Interactive - Heavily Requested) 

Here are the options that will make you win when they appear, or don't choose them to lose. - 
You mean like this? 

- Grab his butt and pull him into you 

- Show off your body to him 

- Get your hands under his shirt 

- Just give into your lust 

 

Guide For February 

Interactive Verion - Finding More Fights 



● Each lv up with either Zorro, Xav, or Trald will unlock some additional fights throughout 
the city. After this month of publish, there will be hints of a fight once you lv up again 
after the first lv up event. 

1st Main Story Quest (MSQ) 

● After finishing the 2nd lv up event and meeting Kuri, Zorro will send you a message of 
saying to meet him at the house. Story breaks up into 6 different paths depending on 
who you ask to bring with you. Trald, Gen, Greg, Grisus, Kevin, and Xav are those who 
can come with you. Losing the boss fight will lead to a game over 

Unlocking Vore Kink 

● Go to the cv arena and see a goat with someone in his balls and get curious about it 
instead trying to avoid it. Meet either Trald, Kevin, or Greg and ask them about it. 
(Everyone else will have something to say about vore, but not inform you about it.) Meet 
them where they want you to and the kink will be unlocked. 

Unlocking Transformation Kink 

● Go to the cv arena and see 2 otters talking. Follow them and get interested instead of 
trying to avoid it. Meet either Trald, Kuri, or Kru and ask them about it. (Everyone else 
will have something to say about vore, but not inform you about it.) Meet them where 
they want you to and the kink will be unlocked. 

Unlock Voyeurism Kink 

● Go to the park when the sun is down and spy on the couple having sex and be 
interested in it. Scene slightly changes if inflation kink is unlocked. 

Unlock Inflation Kink 

● Wander around the western district when the sun is down. When you see a couple going 
into an alleyway, follow them and watch one of their guts expand. Get interested and the 
kink will be unlocked. 

Unlock Foot Festish Kink 

● Go to the cv arena and wander around till you run into a store. When the option to look 
at the guy's feet, get close to it instead of going away and the kink will be unlocked. 

Unlock Disposal Kink 

● After unlocking the vore kink. Go downtown and explore till you go into the alleyway and 
see a stuffed hobo. Show interest in what he says and the kink will be locked. 



Goat Ball Rides Event  

(Vore must be unlocked) 

● Explore the cv arena before the evening and experience huge lines. In the evening, 
you'll be able to pay for a ride in one of the goats. Scene changes if inflation is unlocked 

Free Goat Rides Event  

(Vore or Cuminflation) 

● After paying for a ride, any time at night explore the cv arena. You'll run into a goat 
offering free goat rides. If you did the previous event with inflation kink unlocked, he'll 
offer to fuck you instead. If you go inside of his balls, it will end in a game over unless 
you have the reform kink unlocked. Game over changes if the disposal kink is unlocked. 

Gen Morning Hangout Scene 

● You must have completed the 1st MSQ and know Gen. You do not need to bring him 
with you to the park to find him running in early mornings. After running with Gen 5 times 
in the neighborhood and after the 1st MSQ is finished, it will lead you to more scenes 
with Gen. (Only 1 is available at time of publish) This is between 12AM - 4:30AM 

Smoking Panther Scenes Interactive Version 

● Run into someone smoking at the park when the sun is down, then you'll unlock a 
repeatable scene of smoking with him. Choosing the first option will give you a smoke 
and him think highly of you. Choosing the second option will make him think you're an 
uncollared pet. Either way, go to the bar in the early mornings afterwards and you can 
find him for a short event based on his option of you. 

Interactive Verion - Finding More Fights  

● As of right now, only the rat available. Each lv up with either Zorro, Xav, or Trald will 
unlock some additional fights throughout the city. After this month of publish, there will 
be hints of a fight once you lv up again after the first lv up event. 

1st Main Story Quest (MSQ) 

● After finishing the 2nd lv up event and meeting Kuri, Zorro will send you a message of 
saying to meet him at the house. Story breaks up into 6 different paths depending on 
who you ask to bring with you. Trald, Gen, Greg, Grisus, Kevin, and Xav are those who 
can come with you. Losing the boss fight will lead to a game over 

Unlocking Vore Kink 



● Go to the cv arena and see a goat with someone in his balls and get curious about it 
instead trying to avoid it. Meet either Trald, Kevin, or Greg and ask them about it. 
(Everyone else will have something to say about vore, but not inform you about it.) Meet 
them where they want you to and the kink will be unlocked. 

Unlocking Transformation Kink 

● Go to the cv arena and see 2 otters talking. Follow them and get interested instead of 
trying to avoid it. Meet either Trald, Kuri, or Kru and ask them about it. (Everyone else 
will have something to say about vore, but not inform you about it.) Meet them where 
they want you to and the kink will be unlocked. 

Unlock Voyeurism Kink 

● Go to the park when the sun is down and spy on the couple having sex and be 
interested in it. Scene slightly changes if inflation kink is unlocked. 

Unlock Inflation Kink 

● Wander around the western district when the sun is down. When you see a couple going 
into an alleyway, follow them and watch one of their guts expand. Get interested and the 
kink will be unlocked. 

Unlock Foot Festish Kink 

● Go to the cv arena and wander around till you run into a store. When the option to look 
at the guy's feet, get close to it instead of going away and the kink will be unlocked. 

Unlock Disposal Kink 

 Shows what happens after game overs due to vore 

● After unlocking the vore kink. Go downtown and explore till you go into the alleyway and 
see a stuffed hobo. Show interest in what he says and the kink will be locked. 

Goat Ball Rides Event 

(Vore must be unlocked) 

● Explore the cv arena before the evening and experience huge lines. In the evening, 
you'll be able to pay for a ride in one of the goats. Scene changes if inflation kink is 
unlocked. 

Free Goat Rides Event 



(Vore or Cuminflation) 

● After paying for a ride, any time at night explore the cv arena. You'll run into a goat 
offering free goat rides. If you did the previous event with inflation kink unlocked (Goat 
Ball Rides Event), he'll offer to fuck you instead. If you go inside of his balls, it will end in 
a game over unless you have the reform kink unlocked. Game over changes if the 
disposal kink is unlocked. 

Gen Morning Hangout Scene 

● You must have completed the 1st MSQ and know Gen. You do not need to bring him 
with you to the park to find him running in early mornings. After running with Gen 5 times 
in the neighborhood and after the 1st MSQ is finished, it will lead you to more scenes 
with Gen. (Only 1 is available at time of publish) This is between 12AM - 4:30AM 

Smoking Panther Scenes Interactive Version 

● Run into someone smoking at the park when the sun is down, then you'll unlock a 
repeatable scene of smoking with him. Choosing the first option will give you a smoke 
and him think highly of you. Choosing the second option will make him think you're and 
uncollared pet. Either way, go to the bar afterwards and you can find him for a short 
event based of his option of you. 

 

 

Guide For January 

Finding Kuri 

● Go to the gym and meet Trald or Gen and learn about memberships 
● Go talk to Zorro about needing money 
● Find something to sell to Zorro 
● Go to the park during noon (when the sun is high up) and choose the new option that 

appears 
● Bonus information with Zorro in the park when he is not at the house and you met Kuri, 

then another conversation unlocked with Zorro. 

Finding Kevin 

● Go to the bar during the late night and talk to the bartender. 
● When Kevin is no longer the bartender or the bar is closed, go to the cv arena and find 

him in an event 
● Go back to the bar when he is working again 



● Bonus topics with him for all the guys found in the bar 

Finding Greg 

● Go to the bar during the early morning and talk to the bartender. 
● When Greg is no longer the bartender or the bar is closed, go to the cv arena and find 

him in an event 
● Go back to the bar when he is working again 
● Bonus topics with him for all the guys found in the bar 

Finding Grisus and Xav 

● Go to the bar during the night and talk to the bartender. 
● Explore the bar till you run into Xav to unlock them both 
● Bonus topics with both of them for all the guys found in the bar 

Finding Kru 

● Explore anywhere around town till you notice people's junk sizes 
● Go home when Zorro is around and ask him about it 
● Go home when the sun is down and Zorro is gone and talk to the goblin 

Finding Trald Gen and Ferron 

● For Trald, go to the gym during noon or evening 
● For Gen, go to the gym during the evening or at night 
● For Ferron, go to the gym during the noon and buy a membership for his office to be 

unlocked 
● Bonus topics with all three for all the guys found in the gym 

Hangout Events with Trald Gen Ferron Xav Kevin Greg and Grisus 

● Hangout with them at work for at least 5 times, then on the next, a different scene will 
play 

● Gen can also be encountered in the Neighborhood in the early morning for a different 
hangout scene. 

Unlock lv 1 

● Go fight the Drunken Wolf when the sun is down in the Neighborhood. (Win or lose) 
● Talking to Zorro afterwards will unlock a conversation where he ends up telling you to 

talk to someone to help you. 
● Talk to either Zorro when he is at the house, Trald when he is working out and not 

working at the gym, or Xav at the bar. You can only do 1 and are locked to that person 



for then on out in the interactive version only. Rpg version will have Gen able to train you 
and can go to either of them for a lv, and you must gain x xp to lv up. 

Smoking Panther 

● Go to the park when the sun is down 
● Find someone smoking in the park randomly 
● When you encounter it again, you can talk to the guy 
● Must be in either full rubber or leather outfit in order to smoke. Different scenes based on 

which one you're dressed in 

Finding Kevin in the Park 

● Have Kevin unlocked 
● Go to the park in the morning and find him randomly 
● Bonus scene unlocked if you have the musk kink active 

Unlocking the Musk Kink 

● Go to the gym and explore 
● When encountering an event where a towel is dropped, grab it and sniff it 

Unlocking the Horses In Western District 

● Explore around till you find an event where a pair of ladies are gossiping about what 
happens at night 

● Explore around when the sun is down to find a pair of horses talking about you when 
walking by (currently ends here for now) 

Hidden Gym Scenes 

● Explore the gym while nude (player starts off as nude) 

Bonus Conversations With Zorro 

● Find the scene outside where you notice people's junk sizes 
● Meet Kuri and explore the park when the sun goes down 
● Talk to him after the text you get from him in the park (differs on what day of the 

weekend in the rpg version) 
● Meet Gen 
● Meet Ferron 
● Open his transformation shop at least once 
● Use one of his transformation potions 
● Go to the gym for the first time 



A brief how to for events and finding people in this month's release. 

Finding Kuri 

● Go to the gym and meet Trald or Gen and learn about memberships 
● Go talk to Zorro about needing money 
● Find something to sell to Zorro 
● Go to the park during noon (when the sun is high up) and choose the new option that 

appears 
● Bonus information with Zorro in the park when he is not at the house and you met Kuri, 

then another conversation unlocked with Zorro. 

Finding Kevin 

● Go to the bar during the late night and talk to the bartender. 
● When Kevin is no longer the bartender or the bar is closed, go to the cv arena and find 

him in an event 
● Go back to the bar when he is working again 
● Bonus topics with him for all the guys found in the bar 

Finding Greg 

● Go to the bar during the early morning and talk to the bartender. 
● When Greg is no longer the bartender or the bar is closed, go to the cv arena and find 

him in an event 
● Go back to the bar when he is working again 
● Bonus topics with him for all the guys found in the bar 

Finding Grisus and Xav 

● Go to the bar during the night and talk to the bartender. 
● Explore the bar till you run into Xav to unlock them both 
● Bonus topics with both of them for all the guys found in the bar 

Finding Kru 

● Explore anywhere around town till you notice people's junk sizes 
● Go home when Zorro is around and ask him about it 
● Go home when the sun is down and Zorro is gone and talk to the goblin 

Finding Trald Gen and Ferron 

● For Trald, go to the gym during noon or evening 
● For Gen, go to the gym during the evening or at night 



● For Ferron, go to the gym during the noon and buy a membership for his office to be 
unlocked 

● Bonus topics with all three for all the guys found in the gym 

Hangout Events with Trald Gen Ferron Xav Kevin Greg and Grisus 

● Hangout with them at work for at least 5 times, then on the next, a different scene will 
play 

● Gen can also be encountered in the Neighborhood in the early morning for a different 
hangout scene. 

Unlock lv 1 

● Go fight the Drunken Wolf when the sun is down in the Neighborhood. (Win or lose) 
● Talking to Zorro afterwards will unlock a conversation where he ends up telling you to 

talk to someone to help you. 
● Talk to either Zorro when he is at the house, Trald when he is working out and not 

working at the gym, or Xav at the bar. You can only do 1 and are locked to that person 
for then on out in the interactive version only. Rpg version will have Gen able to train you 
and can go to either of them for a lv, and you must gain x xp to lv up. 

Smoking Panther 

● Go to the park when the sun is down 
● Find someone smoking in the park randomly 
● When you encounter it again, you can talk to the guy 
● Must be in either full rubber or leather outfit in order to smoke. Different scenes based on 

which one you're dressed in 

Finding Kevin in the Park 

● Have Kevin unlocked 
● Go to the park in the morning and find him randomly 
● Bonus scene unlocked if you have the musk kink active 

Unlocking the Musk Kink 

● Go to the gym and explore 
● When encountering an event where a towel is dropped, grab it and sniff it 

Unlocking the Horses In Western District 

● Explore around till you find an event where a pair of ladies are gossiping about what 
happens at night 



● Explore around when the sun is down to find a pair of horses talking about you when 
walking by (currently ends here for now) 

Hidden Gym Scenes 

● Explore the gym while nude (player starts off as nude) 

Bonus Conversations With Zorro 

● Find the scene outside where you notice people's junk sizes 
● Meet Kuri and explore the park when the sun goes down 
● Talk to him after the text you get from him in the park (differs on what day of the 

weekend in the rpg version) 
● Meet Gen 
● Meet Ferron 
● Open his transformation shop at least once 
● Use one of his transformation potions 
● Go to the gym for the first time 

 

 

Dreams 

Dreams are unlocked by doing the first main story quest found in the section Guides for 
February, then hanging out with trald in the park found in the section Guides for March. These 
are only viewable in the 5 dollar tier (Explorer) and up, and are not canon and will not affect the 
story in any way. Just bonus scenes for helping out more. 

Trald 

● Unlocks when the ability to sleep is unlocked 
● A separate dream can be encountered if you went to the park with him for Zorro’s quest 
● Having the musk kink unlock will change parts of the dream 

Brass 

● Unlocks when you first meet Brass 
● Having the foot kink and the transformation kink will change part of the dream 

Xav 

● Unlocks when you do Xav’s first hangout 



Kevin 

● Unlocks when you licks his pits in the park 
● 2nd dream unlocks after doing his 1st hangout scene 

Leon 

● Unlocks when he licks your pits in the park 

 
 


